Case Study
Global CPG Major Attains
Improved Cash Collection
and Accounts Receivable
Productivity with LTI’s
REDaxis Solution

Client
The client is a US-based global CPG major. It primarily specializes in a wide
range of cleaning, personal care and hygiene products.
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Business Benefits Delivered
Context / Role-based actionable analytics insights through intuitive interfaces.
Identified opportunity areas and enabled workflow-driven approach to act on specific transactions /
customers, leading to significant reduction in DSO (Days of Sales Outstanding) and UCD (Unearned
Cash Discounts).
A day of DSO reduction led to USD 200 million in working capital.
The new architecture and solution design exponentially reduced TCO to run the IT applications.
High automation, with less data collation efforts, led to more than 40% productivity improvement.
User Experience Satisfaction Index increased 3-5 times across geographies.
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